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-"ERICAM Environmental.Inc. (formerly ERICAM, lnc.) conducted several tests of its
Submerged Oil Containment Kit (S.o.c.K.) at the Ohmsett Facility on September 5;
2001. This represents the company's second visit to Ohmsett. In October of1999,
ERICAM tested it's SAK ..J5 mobile containment system Under various. simulated -
conditions in the main testlwavetank. . -

- .
The S.O.C.K.js described as a portable (capable of transport as carry-on baggage on a
commercial airline) submerged oil containment system capable of tJ;apping rising oil
from leaking sources such as underwater pipelines, 'ship-wrecks, ship hulls, or any ':
discrete or point-source. The prototype" system tested at Ohmsett consisted of a clear
fleXible plastic tube, approximately 5 to 6 feet in diameter, with both ends open. One end

-was weighted to allow for total submersion, while the other end was designed, to remain
--at or above the water surface. Under operation, hydrostatic pressure inside and outside of-
the tube would be equal. Any oil captured at the mouth of the s.O.C.K. should rise,
contained within the plastic tube, to the surface. Once at the surface, the oil would be
contained by the S.O.C.K. for removal by traditional skimming methods:, - -

In the main test/wave tank at Ohmsett, the .S.O.C.1e was submerged over a leaking oil
point source located just above the floor of the tank. The oil source was created by
weighting a flexible 2-inch hose "fastened to a 3-inch, 90 o hard elbow.terminating illa
single oil discharge nozzle. The entire assembly allowed fOFa stable point oil source
discharging approximately 12 to I8-inches off the floor of the test tank. Thissource was
intended to simulate an underwater leak similar to that created by a shipwreck or a
leaking Underwater pipeline. Oil feed was pumped from the Main Bridge tank to the
underwater nozzle through 2-inch hose.

Oil recovery at the water surface inside the S.O.C.K. was through a 2-inch Kaiser, fixed-
float, weir skimmer connected to a 2-inch double diaphragm pump. Quantitative
'measutement of reeovered oil was not conducted since this would be a-measure of
skimmer pcrfermance, which ~as not part of the S.O.C.Ksy,stem.
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Four static tests were conducted, all in calm water conditions. test 1, with Hydrocal, was
intended to demonstrate the approximate maximum. load performance of the s.o.e.K ~
system.. it was conducted With an increasing pumping rate through the duration of the
fest With no.oil recovery through: the skimmer, Test 2, also with Hydrooal, was intended
to demonstratesteady state recovery and 0ff-loa~ conditions. Tests 3 and 4 were repeats .
of Tests I' and 2.respectively, the difference being the use of diesel fuel as opposed to
HydrocaL-" - ~ .

The oil capturing performance of the S.O,C.K. system was evaluated by empirical
observation during testing, and by the recording of events on film and digital image
format, including video...

< 'During Test 1, the S.O.C.K system encountered'Iz-l-gallons ofHydrocal at rates that
were variedfrom 80-gpmto 150-gpm:overa period Qf§6 seconds(0.93 minutes). By
observation, the 8.o.C.K. system recovered and contained all but nominal amounts (less
than l.gallon) of the Hydrocal encountered. At this loading rate and testing

"configuration, the S.Q.C.K system,' as-provided, expanded, and bulged somewhat. The
Ohmsett provided weir skimmer then remoeed the oil; and the water surface inside the
S.O.c.K. was left free ofall.but a thinfilm of Hydrocal.

During test 2, skimmer operation was established and Hydrocal was introduced at a
steady nominal rate of 50-gpm. Skimmer flow was then adjusted to approximately 40 to
60-gpm to' establish something of a steady-state flow of oil into and out of the S.O.C.K.
.for 2.35 minutes. Total oil encountered was lIe-gallons. By observation, the S.O.C.K.
contained- all but nominal amounts of the oil encountered in a stable fashion while
skimmer off-loading was conduetedat a steady rate.

, Test 3 'was a repeat of 'resrt, as stated above, using diesel fuel in place of Hydrocal. A
total of 113-gallons of diesel fuel was encountered bJ.'the S.O.C.K. over the 80-gpm to
15n-gpmupward ramped delivery rate. Test duration, was 54 seconds (0.90 minutes).
Again, by observation, the S.O.CK. bulged, but contained all of the diesel fuel except for
nominal losses dueto a tear in a horizontal seam. It was' determined that this tear was
due to the tight fit of the Kaiser skimmer that resulted in one of the floats pushing its way
through the S.O.C.K. plastic seam. This' skimmer was provided by Ohmsett, and was not
'designed to fittheS,O.C,K. system-."

Test 4 was a repeat of Test 2 using diesel fuel in place of Hydroca:l. A total ofV78
gallonsof diesel fuel was encountered over a period of3.60. minutes. Encounter tate was
nominallySu-gpm. The skimmer was adjusted to remove. oil at approximately the same
rate in orderto establish steady state. By obseryation, the S.O.C.K. contained all of the
oil encountered exceptfor nominal losses (less than 1 gallon) through the' compromised

) seam as previously discussed,
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